
Paywalls and data platforms: 
Why Aller Media decided to build their 
own - and what you can learn from it



First of all!

It's not entirely true 



Secondly



We prefer to buy our tech



Aller Media is



Around 50 developers



Well actually, 50 in the department -
25’ish are programmers



We can't build everything ourselves



Although we aren't a tech company



We can still think as technologists





Paywall and login



What we had was a burning platform
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Dataplatform
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GDPR
Death of the 3rd party cookie



Track data from “scrolling” and API endpoints



Storing it as raw data



We can process it!





Using data to build 1st 
party commercial 

segments



Personalization
Why?





Personalization on the frontpages
Metapop

- Editors handpick 50 videos and the engine 
optimizes traffic by recommending videos 
by different models

Selection based on time
- Premium content is selected based on 

time

Native content - Content marketing
- Added to a list with a budget



Testing models
like

Fresh vs Popular



Premium content







I get it! Increase the distribution of a 
content type on the same amount of 

space! 

How can we maximize this further?



Content switch

Content Switch was designed to economically optimize Content Marketing by displaying 
display ads when it is not appropriate to display Content Marketing. 



Video for content

The commercial department needed more video 
views to meet the market demand for video ads 

It only took a couple of hours to make sure video 
plugs were displayed as fall back for the content 
marketing campaign. 



Premium for content

This summer we used Pluss-for-Content, where Premium articles 
appeared on Content Marketing places as fallback. This helped to 
show 20 % percent more Premium articles than if we had not run it.

The figures show that personalization in these places contributed to 
3.500 sales.

This week - the commercial department get their impressions back!



Personalized paywall



By combining segments (any) with 
personalization, smart integration we are 

able to display different paywalls









Why did we do it?







What have we learned?



Lessons learned
Collect your own data! Own it!

Make sure you can use all your data across all functions in your organization it 
takes time and effort to consolidate it

Think like tech - get some good architects - make good integrations



All the tech in the world won't help you - get hold 
of good data people and someone who 
understands and can act on that data!




